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Baby Thangwang likes to talk.  
**GAA! GEE! GLUG GLUG**, he says.

Bhalluka, the brown bear likes to talk too.  
**GRRRR. GROOOOOWWWW. KHURRRR.**

Baby Thangwang and Bhalluka the bear like to talk to each other.
One day, Thangwang lost his little red toy. He began to cry.
Don’t cry please, said Bhalluka!

**HA- HOO, HOO-HA! GRR-GROO!**

Bhalluka’s tummy went in and out when he talked.

Thangwang looked at the tummy and tapped it – **TAP-TAP-TAP. TAPP! THUPP!**
That made Bhalluka burp. Loudly! **BURP BURPPPPP!**
And out came many things that he had put into his mouth.
OOPS! Out came the little red top.
TONGG - it hit Thangwang on the head.
TIDDINGGGG - it fell near Baby Thangwang's little feet.
Baby Thangwang and Bhalluka the bear began to laugh. They were so happy that they began to sing loudly.

GLUG-GRRR GAA-GAA-KHURR KHURR, GLUG-GRRR, GAA-GAA-KHURR khurr... and then they went to sleep.

(Thangwang slept for a night. Bhalluka slept for five months!)
What Do We Know About Bears?

In India, there are three kinds of bears - The Himalayan Black Bear, The Brown Bear and The Sloth Bear. The bear in this book looks like a brown bear.

Bears like fresh growing shoots of grass. They also like fruits like apples, peaches and mulberries. Though brown bears do kill goats and other animals, they usually do not attack human beings.

During winter in cold places, bears in the wild do not get enough to eat. What do they do then? They just go to sleep for a very long time! This long sleep is called hibernation. They can sleep without eating, drinking or - even going to the bathroom - for more than 100 days!
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Thangwang and Bhalluka
(English)

Thangwang the baby, and Bhalluka the bear, loved to talk to each other. Gaaa! Grrrr! Read this to see if you can understand them!

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.

Pratham Books goes digital to weave a whole new chapter in the realm of multilingual children's stories. Knitting together children, authors, illustrators and publishers. Folding in teachers, and translators. To create a rich fabric of openly licensed multilingual stories for the children of India and the world. Our unique online platform, StoryWeaver, is a playground where children, parents, teachers and librarians can get creative. Come, start weaving today, and help us get a book in every child's hand!